
2024 Primetime Emmy® Awards Ballot

Outstanding Sound Editing For A Comedy Or Drama Series (One Hour)

And Just Like That...

Bomb Cyclone

Carrie asks Che to be her moral support at a conference for widows. Miranda broaches an uncomfortable
conversation with Steve.

Avatar: The Last Airbender

Legends

Zhao leads the Fire Nation into the North with a bold plan to weaken the Water Tribe. When the battle
takes a dark turn, Aang enters a powerful state.

Black Cake

Covey

In the late 1960s, runaway bride Covey disappears into the surf off the coast of Jamaica; in the present
day, Eleanor Bennett loses her battle with cancer, leaving her two estranged children with a flash drive that
holds untold stories of her past.

BMF

The Battle Of Techwood

Meech and Terry rediscover the Black Mecca of Atlanta when Terry returns with Meech, who connects him
with new allies to build their business and increase cash flow for the BMF team. Both brothers learn the
process of breaking into the scene in Atlanta will not be easy.

Bodkin

Empty Your Pockets

The Samhain festival opens old wounds amid hidden threats. As their pursuit of the truth comes to an end,
Dove, Gilbert and Emmy embrace new beginnings.

The Brothers Sun

Pilot

A family emergency sends a ruthless killer from Taipei to LA. Cash-strapped Bruce takes a new gig. When
a crisis erupts, estranged brothers reunite.

The Buccaneers

American Poison

A group of young American heiresses are changed forever when they’re whisked across the Atlantic to
London.

Chucky

Final Destination

Jake faces his demons and a new type of evil in the quest to find Caroline.



The Crown

Ritz

After a series of strokes, a declining Margaret recalls a wild night with her sister at the Ritz in 1945, and
later celebrates her 70th birthday there.

Curb Your Enthusiasm

No Lessons Learned

Larry returns to Atlanta for his trial. He states he’s never learned a lesson in his life and then the trial plays
out like the Seinfeld finale. Until Jerry Seinfeld saves him from jail. “You don’t want to end up like this. No
one wants to see it. Trust me.”

The Curse

Green Queen

Months later. Season finale.

Dark Winds

The March

Leaphorn risks his life in pursuit of a suspect, while Manuelito stands up to the sheriff in a bid to rescue her
boss. Seeking answers on a case, Chee considers a dangerous proposition.

Elsbeth

A Classic New York Character

After the loathed co-op board president of a luxury pre-war building falls off her balcony to her death,
Elsbeth and Kaya are called to the scene to dig for a lead when they meet Joann, a high-powered
Manhattan real estate broker.

Fallout

The Target

I know life can’t have been easy up here…

FBI

Best Laid Plans

When a retired FBI agent is tortured and killed, Scola and Nina go undercover as a married couple deep in
the diamond game. During the course of his and Nina’s dangerous assignment, Scola is plagued by the
possibility that their son Doug could end up parentless.

Fire Country

This Storm Will Pass

The station 42 crew must protect Edgewater and take cover when an extremely rare and dangerous fire
tornado leaves lives in peril.

For All Mankind

Perestroika

Season Finale. Tensions on Earth and Mars come to a head.

Foundation

King And Commoner

The Empire recruits Bel Riose to investigate the resurgent Foundation. Hari leads Gaal and Salvor to a
desert planet.



The Gentlemen

All Eventualities

Eddie's doubts about Susie continue to grow. But there's 15 million pounds of dirty money to be laundered
before she'll consider leaving the estate.

The Gilded Age

You Don’t Even Like Opera

On Easter, Agnes informs Ada, Marian, and Oscar of her nephew Dashiell Montgomery’s arrival in New
York. Needing a change after an emotional visit to Philadelphia, Peggy asks Marian about returning to 61st
Street. Meanwhile, Bertha sidesteps Mrs. Astor to support the Metropolitan Opera House, and Oscar courts
Gladys again.

The Girls On The Bus

The Audacity Of Nope

In Las Vegas, Sadie schools Lola on the presidential pool, Kimberlyn snags a primetime slot, and Grace
pursues a candidate’s medical records.

Good Omens

Chapter 4: The Hitchhiker Featuring The Minisode Nazi Zombie Flesheaters

Aziraphale's good deed of picking up a hitchhiker on his way back to Soho, proves to be a serious mistake.
In 1941 Crowley and Aziraphale encounter some surprising adversaries, old and new, as the Nazi spies
who almost entrapped Aziraphale return as Zombies from the dead.

Halo

Halo

The climactic battle for the Halo begins. John makes a fateful choice. Soren and Kwan undertake a rescue
mission. Halsey and Miranda unleash an ancient horror.

Hijack

Brace Brace Brace

Season Finale. A new threat emerges on board as Sam struggles to control the chaos unfolding around
him.

Invasion

Something's Changed

Mitsuki is taken to an alien ship in the Amazon jungle. Aneesha and her children take refuge with a group
called the Movement.

Justified: City Primeval

City Primeval

Fifteen years after Raylan Givens left the hollers of Kentucky, a chance encounter in the Florida swamps
sends him to Detroit and places him on a collision course with a violent sociopath and a formidable defense
attorney.

The Lincoln Lawyer

Obligations

Stuck in a sticky ethical dilemma, Mickey seeks advice from Legal Siegel and comes up with a strategy to
help get a vulnerable client out of a scrape.



Loki

Glorious Purpose

Loki learns the true nature of 'glorious purpose' as he rectifies the past.

Manifest

Final Boarding

The Death Date has arrived. As tensions erupt and revelations emerge, the passengers of Flight 828
reunite and face the unknown together.

Monarch: Legacy Of Monsters

Beyond Logic

Season Finale. The team struggles to find a way out of Axis Mundi. Kentaro and Tim make an unexpected
alliance.

The Morning Show

Ghost In The Machine

Technical difficulties provoke chaos at UBA. Buried secrets surface as Alex forms a surprising alliance.

Mr. & Mrs. Smith

Do You Want Kids?

Join John and Jane in glamorous Lake Como as they drive cars, dodge bad guys, and chase after slippery
Toby, whose naughty criminal ways have put them all in danger. As they're taking care of this baby man,
they can't help but wonder, John and Jane, DO YOU WANT KIDS?

The New Look

The Hour

Christian embarks on a quest to free Catherine from German captivity. Coco goes on an undercover
mission and recruits her friend Elsa.

9-1-1

Rock The Boat

The disastrous cruise continues when Bobby and Athena respond to the ship's explosion, racing to aid
injured passengers. Meanwhile, Hen questions her instincts in a life-taking call and grows concerned about
Athena and Bobby's whereabouts.

Outer Range

One Night In Wabang

In the aftermath of the bison stampede, the Abbott family is more fractured than ever. Royal and Cecilia
confront some difficult truths as they fight to keep their family together.

Outlander

Turning Points

Jamie fights in the pivotal Second Battle of Saratoga. Roger and Brianna search for Jemmy.

Palm Royale

Maxine Throws A Party

Season finale. Tensions boil over at the Beach Ball.



Parish

Pilot

Desperate to support his family, Gray returns to his criminal roots for one last job. But after things go
sideways, Gray can't walk away. The only way out is through.

Power Book III: Raising Kanan

Made You Look

Desperation sets in as Howard tries to evade the Task Force and Ronnie goes on the attack, leaving Raq
and Kanan to make some fateful choices.

Power Book IV: Force

Crown Vic

Heightened police presence threatens Tommy and Diamond’s bottom line, Jenard hits rock bottom, and the
Flynn family loyalties are tested with devastating results.

Quantum Leap

Against Time

Ben finds himself behind the wheel of a speeding stock car in 1976, but a terrifying threat from the future
could sabotage the leap. Racing against the clock, Ben, Addison and the team must risk everything to
complete the mission and save Quantum Leap itself.

Reacher

Fly Boy

Reacher and Neagley make a final desperate attempt to save O’Donnell and Dixon, stop A.M. and avenge
their friends’ murder.

Renegade Nell

Don't Call Me Nelly

England, 1705: Nell Jackson’s supernatural fighting skills stir up trouble on her return from war.

Resident Alien

Homecoming

Harry and Asta team up with an unlikely ally to try to save the Earth.

Sho ̄gun

Broken To The Fist

Blackthorne and Mariko struggle to contain the secret that could get them both killed. Yabushige searches
for the spy who has betrayed his intentions to Lord Toranaga.

Silo

Freedom Day

Sheriff Becker’s plans for the future are thrown off course after his wife meets a hacker with information
about the silo.

Slow Horses

Footprints

Season Finale. The Slow Horses fight for their lives. Lamb shares some devastating truths with Catherine.



Special Ops: Lioness

Sacrificial Soldiers

Things go awry for Joe and her team during a mission out in the field; Joe is left devastated. Upon her
return home, Joe's family life presents its own challenges. Cruz tries to escape a dangerous situation. Joe
must choose a new recruit.

Star Trek: Discovery

Red Directive

After an 800-year-old Romulan vessel is found, Captain Burnham and the U.S.S. Discovery are sent to
retrieve it. But the artifact inside is stolen, starting an epic chase. Saru is offered a lifetime position.

Star Trek: Strange New Worlds

Hegemony

When the U.S.S. Enterprise investigates an attack on a colony at the edge of Federation space, Captain
Pike and his crew face the return of a formidable enemy.

The Summer I Turned Pretty

Love Fest

As their time in Cousins winds down, Belly finds herself wondering: What Would Susannah Do? Throw a
massive party, obviously. But will the festivities bring them the closure they need, or just stir up new
problems for everyone?

Swagger

Through The Fire

Jace, Crystal and the Swagger players are seen as criminals. They’ll either come together or be torn apart.

3 Body Problem

Judgment Day

As threat levels rise, a secret mission to retrieve enemy intel ventures into dangerous territory. An
ominous message reaches Earth.

Tokyo Vice

Don't Ever F**king Miss

As Jake, Katagiri, and Samantha pursue the truth about Polina, Sato clings to life – but not all of Chihara-
kai are hoping for his full recovery.

Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan

Proof Of Concept

If Wright wants to get Jack out alive, compromises must be made. Groundbreaking intel gives the CIA a
chance to prevent a domestic terrorist act.

The Tourist

Episode 5

As the man fights for Helen, she fights for her life. And soon their dream of spending a quiet life together
morphs into a waking nightmare.

The Walking Dead: The Ones Who Live

Years

Rick tries to find his place in a new world.



The Wheel Of Time

What Was Meant To Be

Fate leads Rand and the others to an inevitable showdown with their most formidable enemies yet.

Winning Time: The Rise Of The Lakers Dynasty

What Is And What Should Never Be

As the 1984 NBA Finals begin, tensions between the Lakers and Celtics reach new heights. While Buss
fends off a lawsuit, Claire faces the possibility of another bankruptcy, and Jeanie questions her place in
professional sports. Later, Earvin and Larry battle to the bitter end of their first Finals face-off.

The Witcher

Shaerrawedd

Geralt, Yennefer and Ciri journey to the far reaches of the Continent in search of a safe haven. King Vizimir
puts his charming younger brother to use.

With Love

Bachelor Party

Viva Las Vegas! It’s Labor Day weekend and everyone’s letting loose for the bachelor party -- perhaps a
tad too loose as the excess of Sin City puts relationships to the test.

End of Category



Outstanding Sound Editing For A Comedy Or Drama Series (Half-Hour) And
Animation

Abbott Elementary

2 Ava 2 Fest

Ava Fest is back, and with the help of the teachers, Ava's set on outdoing last year by any means
necessary; after Janine accepts the offer for a full-time position at the district, she just has to check off
one last thing to make it official.

Acapulco

Take A Chance On Me

Present-day Maximo reconnects with Hector, whose arrival sparks a memory from 1985 that they each
recall very differently.

Ahsoka

Part Four: Fallen Jedi

Hera risks her career to help her friends while Ahsoka and Sabine confront enemies.

Archer

Chill Barry

Barry’s back, but will he give the gang the cold shoulder in their quest to put Other Barry on ice?

Based On A True Story

Ted Bundy Bottle Opener

At CrimeCon, a wasted Nathan, Ava, Ruby and Carlos hit the dance floor which morphs into a killing spree
fantasy in Matt’s ecstasy-fueled mind. Dissatisfied with the podcast’s meager downloads, Matt takes public
credit for Dahlia’s death, generating convention buzz for their podcast. Ruby picks up Ava’s dropped burner
phone.

The Bear

Forks

Richie stages.

Blue Eye Samurai

All Evil Dreams And Angry Words

Determined to see Fowler dead, Mizu scrapes up all the wits, grit and strength she has left to make her
way through his castle's defenses.

Bob's Burgers

Fraud Of The Dead: Docu-pocalypse

A documentary film profiling world class archer Louise Belcher is interrupted by unexpected visitors.

Bookie

Nepo Bookies

After the passing of his beloved uncle and mentor, Danny faces increasing threats from his estranged
cousin, Viggy.



Colin From Accounts

Toyota Cressida

Gordon accidentally sends Ashley a dick pic and chases her from a garage sale to a death bed to try and
delete it.

Disenchantment

The Battle Of Falling Water

A battle between the Dreamland army and Dagmar's forces may spell disaster for Princess Bean, unless
she can defeat her greatest foe: herself.

Frasier

Reindeer Games

On Christmas Eve, Freddy stretches himself to be there for Frasier, who's coping with Martin's death by
throwing a lavish party, and Eve, who's hiding out at home dealing with her own loss.

Futurama

All The Way Down

The crew investigates whether the universe is a simulation.

Gen V

Guardians Of Godolkin

If you or a human loved one have been injured or killed while working at Godolkin University, you may be
entitled to financial compensation. Hundreds of human employees have been victimized by Godolkin
students, but the law offices of Bremmer & Bremmer have won millions in wrongful death lawsuits.

Ghosts

Halloween 3: The Guest Who Wouldn't Leave

Pete's ex-wife, Carol (Caroline Aaron), shows up at Woodstone Mansion during Sam and Jay's Halloween
party, where they're trying to impress some cool friends (John Reynolds and Christine Ko). Also, the ghosts
hope to bring Flower back with a séance

Girls5eva

Cleveland

When Gloria learns her friend isn't who he appears to be, G5E work to seize an opportunity for their tour. A
paparazzi photo stirs up a scandal.

Good Times

Big Sister Is Watching

A bizarre twist of fate transforms one of the Evanses into a crime-fighter — and another into a supervillain.

The Great North

Bad Speecher Adventure

Ham enlists his family for help in writing a speech about Alaska for his Public Speaking Elective. Judy, Beef
and Honeybee tell competing stories for Ham to choose from.

Hacks

Just For Laughs

In Montreal to receive an award, Deborah finally gets a chance to break out a custom gown that’s been in
her closet for years. Meanwhile, Ava attempts to avoid Deborah, and Jimmy and Kayla hustle to land new
clients.



Hazbin Hotel

The Show Must Go On

In the Season One finale, all bets are off as the confrontation between the legions of Heaven and Hell
begins.

In The Know

Portrait Of A Safety Rep On Fire

Fabian and Carl compete for the role of office safety rep; Lauren attempts to interview Roxane Gay and
Mike Tyson while distracted by a personal medical issue; Barb has an extraordinary afternoon in an office
chair warehouse.

Invincible

I Thought You Were Stronger

An old enemy threatens everything Mark holds dear.

Knuckles

The Flames Of Disaster

In order to learn where Knuckles' true strength lies, Wade must see the world through his eyes.

Last Week Tonight With John Oliver

Freight Trains

John Oliver discusses freight trains and railroads, how they’ve put profits over safety, and, crucially, what
shows he watched as a child that explain…everything.

Life & Beth

Who Dat?

Beth, John and friends visit New Orleans. Beth meets an old of John's who deepens their appreciation for
the city and one another. Her friends start down some dark paths they didn't foresee.

Loot

Women Who Rule

It’s LA Fashion Week — and Molly is asked to walk the runway. Sofia faces commitment issues with Isaac.
Arthur asks Howard for style advice.

Never Have I Ever

...Lost My Virginity

An awkward end to an intimate moment has Devi fuming all summer. As senior year begins, the crew has
college — and complicated feelings — on the brain.

Only Murders In The Building

Sitzprobe

On the day of the show’s most critical rehearsal, the pressure mounts. A familiar official returns to upend
the case, Loretta’s complex past threatens to upend all else and Charles must finally sing his number
without losing his marbles.

Pluto

Episode 8

Professor Ochanomizu closely monitors Atom's erratic behavior. Dr. Tenma confronts his past and the truth
unravels, triggering a world destroying threat.



Reservation Dogs

Deer Lady

Deer Lady sees a glimpse of her past while helping Bear.

The Righteous Gemstones

But Esau Ran To Meet Him

Eli does his best to smooth over relations with the Montgomery boys after a visit to their doomsday
prepper compound. Back at the Salvation Center, the siblings face off against the Board of Ministers.

The Second Best Hospital In The Galaxy

Apocalypse Got You Down?

Sleech and Klak try to save the world and end up in a surprisingly roomy digestive tract.

Star Trek: Lower Decks

The Inner Fight

Captain Freeman assigns the Lower Deckers an overly safe mission to try and keep a self-destructive
Mariner out of danger.

Star Wars: The Bad Batch

The Cavalry Has Arrived

Omega and the Batch battle Imperial forces for their freedom.

Sugar

Shibuya Crossing

Melanie and Sugar get caught in a dicey situation — and make a new enemy. Sugar reunites with old
friends, but he senses some are keeping secrets.

Ted

Subways, Bicycles, And Automobiles

Ted’s plan to spend Halloween with John is thwarted when Blaire forces him to be her designated driver for
the night; Susan tries to cheer John up by finding him a new friend.

Tires

Bikini Car Wash

Will and Shane prepare for a fun day on the job after hiring women for an attention-grabbing car wash but
are forced to pivot when a visitor drops in.

Twisted Metal

SHNGRLA

With everything coming to a head, John and Quiet face a difficult choice; new players enter the fray.

Upload

Ticking Clock

Nora and a recently downloaded Nathan race to stop Freeyond before his head explodes.

The Upshaws

Auto Motives

Now flush with cash, Bennie splurges on a gift for the kids that stirs up tension with Bernard. At a
crossroads, Lucretia weighs a difficult decision.



We Are Lady Parts

Funny Muslim Song

Lady Parts finally record the album of their dreams at the legendary Molico Studios, while a heartbroken
Taz is off on an odyssey of her own; but Saira’s attempt to write a political song tests the limits of Lady
Parts existence on a major label

What If...?

What If... Kahhori Reshaped The World?

A Mohawk woman ventures into the waters of the Forbidden Lake to help save her people.

What We Do In The Shadows

Local News

Coverage of a local water main break brings unwanted attention to the vampires.

Wolf Like Me

Episode 2

Things could get hairy as a full moon approaches; Mary must transform while heavily pregnant, testing the
limits of the new basement door; as a precaution, Emma spends the night at her aunt’s house.

X-Men ‘97

Fire Made Flesh

When a visitor arrives at the mansion with a dangerous secret that threatens Cyclops and Jean’s
relationship, the team is propelled into a tragic confrontation with an immortal mad scientist.

Young Sheldon

Ants On A Log And A Cheating Winker

Sheldon finds his dorm room occupied at Texas Tech as he returns home from Germany with his mom.
Missy steps up, and Mary has a surprise for George Sr.

End of Category



Outstanding Sound Editing For A Limited Or Anthology Series, Movie Or
Special

Alex Edelman: Just For Us

In the wake of anti-Semitic threats pointed his way online, comedian Alex Edelman covertly attends a
meeting of White Nationalists, coming face-to-face with the people behind the keyboards. What happens
next forms the backbone of a show -- both hilarious and suspenseful -- that pushes the boundaries of
traditional stand-up.

Alice & Jack (Masterpiece)

Episode One

Are the bonds between us stronger than the forces that would tear us apart? Alice & Jack follows two very
imperfect people who come in and out of each other's lives over the course of sixteen years. A grown-up
story about love's messiness, and the beauty that lies beneath.

All The Light We Cannot See

Episode 4

A hellbent von Rumpel makes his final bid to find the Sea of Flames. As artillery falls and American forces
breach the city, Werner races to save Marie.

American Horror Story: Delicate

Ave Hestia

Entrenched in her grapple for fame and motherhood, Anna may be involved in a cycle much bigger - and
older - than she realizes.

Apples Never Fall

The Delaneys

When Joy Delaney goes missing, her four adult children wonder if foul play is involved while their father
Stan dodges questions. Through flashbacks to their retirement party, the sale of their tennis academy, and
family conflicts, this couple is at odds when an injured young woman knocks on their door.

Baby Reindeer

Episode 4

As Donny reports Martha to the police, it triggers the memory of a traumatic experience he had with a man
he met at the Edinburgh Fringe years before.

Black Mirror

Beyond The Sea

In an alternative 1969, two astronauts on a perilous high-tech space mission grapple with the fallout of an
unfathomable tragedy back on Earth.

The Caine Mutiny Court-Martial

The Caine Mutiny Court-Martial follows a naval officer who stands trial for mutiny after taking command
from a ship captain he felt was acting in an unstable way, putting both the ship and its crew in danger.

The Continental: From The World Of John Wick

Theatre Of Pain

Struggling to put the final pieces of the plan together, Winston's team fractures under dissent and distrust,
but they manage to wage an ingenious all-out assault on the hotel; with the body count rising on both
sides, Cormac cracks under the pressure.



The Crowded Room

Exodus

Danny Sullivan is arrested for a violent crime. Rya Goodwin probes his troubled past for answers.

Dr. Death

Like Magic

Season premiere. Investigative journalist Benita Alexander is producing a story on regenerative medicine.
Mother to a nine-year-old daughter, Benita struggles with her ex-husband’s terminal illness. When she
meets the charming Dr. Macchiarini, who performs biosynthetic tracheal transplants, Benita becomes
enthralled while he prepares to perform surgery on a two-year-old girl.

Echo

Lowak

Maya enlists the help of her disapproving family to take down Fisk’s army. Meanwhile, she begins
experiencing strange visions.

Eric

Episode 6

As the city's unhoused people are forced onto the street, Vincent meets the one with answers. An old friend
helps Ledroit bring buried evidence to light.

Expats

Central

Central shifts the narrative away from the entangled lives of expats to spend one fateful Sunday with two
Filipina domestic workers and a disparate ensemble of Hong Kong locals as a massive typhoon descends
upon the city and the 2014 political movement reaches a point of no return.

The Fall Of The House Of Usher

The Raven

In 1980, Roderick and Madeline seize a chance to cement their fortune — for a price. Decades later, the
remaining Ushers reckon with the consequences.

Fargo

The Tragedy Of The Commons

A series of unexpected events lands Dot in hot water and she is plunged back into a life she thought she
left behind.

Fellow Travelers

White Nights

It’s 1979 and Tim, now a social worker in San Francisco, travels to Fire Island where he suspects Hawk is
drinking himself to death after a family tragedy. Hawk takes Tim on a tour of “gay paradise,” indulging in
dancing, drugs and unbridled sex until things take a dark turn.

Feud: Capote vs. The Swans

Beautiful Babe

Babe reflects on her life and her greatest treasures. Truman and the Swans reel in the fallout of a tragedy.



Finestkind

Finestkind tells the story of brothers, who are reunited as adults. Desperate circumstances force the
brothers to strike a deal with a Boston gang. Sacrifices must be made and bonds between brothers,
friends, lovers, and a father and his son are put to the test.

Franklin

Beauty And Folly

Franklin suspects traitors are everywhere. Vergennes makes a final offer. Jacques introduces Temple to the
thrill of the hunt.

Genie

With his life unraveling around him, Bernard dusts off a jewelry box and releases genie Flora, who might
just be able to help him.

Genius: MLK/X

Can You Imagine

Malcolm X makes provisions for family, contacts siblings, and criticizes the Nation of Islam's path. His
assassination moves Martin Luther King Jr. to publicly oppose the Vietnam War. Memphis mourns a
tragedy.

A Gentleman In Moscow

A Master Of Circumstance

Stripped of aristocratic privilege, Count Alexander Rostov is sentenced to life imprisonment at the Metropol
Hotel; contending with allies and foes alike, it's nine-year-old Nina and her unexpected friendship that
changes his life.

The Great Lillian Hall

Lillian Hall, a beloved Broadway actress, has never missed a performance throughout her long, illustrious
career. Yet in the rehearsals leading up to Opening Night of Chekhov's The Cherry Orchard, her confidence
is challenged. People and events conspire to take away her ability to do what she loves most.

The Greatest Roast Of All Time: Tom Brady

Offensive lines. Full-contact comedy. Kevin Hart hosts this all-star roast of NFL legend Tom Brady.

Griselda

Middle Management

Griselda hides out in a secure compound and prepares to make her move against the Ochoas. June joins
an elite tactical unit targeting drug traffickers.

The Idol

Jocelyn Forever

While planning a showcase for her upcoming tour, Jocelyn begins to take control of the relationships
around her – much to Tedros’s dismay. Later, a meeting with Jocelyn disrupts Nikki’s plans for Dyanne, as
disturbing news about Jocelyn’s ex emerges.

Jacqueline Novak: Get On Your Knees

Comedian Jacqueline Novak delivers a meditation on sex, coming-of-age and a certain body part in this
stand-up special.



Lawmen: Bass Reeves

Part I

Bass rides into hell; Esau makes a violent impression on Bass; Bass escapes his chains but must make a
hard sacrifice.

Lessons In Chemistry

Her And Him

In pursuit of a prestigious grant, Elizabeth and Calvin join forces in the lab. Their partnership yields
unexpected results.

The Lost Flowers Of Alice Hart

Sturt's Desert Pea

Alice is pushed to physical and emotional breaking point, but by moving through the turmoil, and learning
to love and forgive herself and her family, she gathers the strength to powerfully use her own voice.

A Man In Full

Judgment Day

Roger demands justice at Conrad's trial. Raymond exploits his enemy's weakness. After a stunning press
conference, Charlie fights to protect his own.

Manhunt

Pilot

President Lincoln is assassinated five days after the Civil War ends. Edwin Stanton, his right-hand man,
finds himself at the aftermath’s forefront.

Mary & George

The Queen Is Dead

Anti-Spanish riots have taken hold of the city, and with the Crown plunged into debt, George stands to lose
everything. Meanwhile, Mary faces devastating consequences when she overplays her hand.

Masters Of The Air

Part Five

Rosie’s next mission signals a significant shift in the 100th’s bombing strategy. Crosby receives a
promotion, but it comes with a high price.

Mike Birbiglia: The Old Man And The Pool

Mike Birbiglia navigates the trials of aging, family, and the absurdities of life. With his trademark wit and
charm, Birbiglia delivers a side-splitting journey through relatable anecdotes and sharp observations.

Monsieur Spade

Episode 1

Spade arrives in Bozouls. A brief trip becomes a new chapter as he falls for a local vineyard owner. Years
later, Spade remains, a widower and retiree quietly living out his golden years in peace. But the return of
his adversary changes everything.

Mr. Monk's Last Case: A Monk Movie

Coming out of retirement, Adrian Monk, a private detective with obsessive-compulsive disorder, returns to
solve one last, very personal case involving his beloved stepdaughter Molly, a journalist preparing for her
wedding. Starring: Tony Shalhoub, Ted Levine, Jason Gray-Stanford, Traylor Howard, Melora Hardin,
Hector Elizondo, Caitlin McGee, James Purefoy



A Murder At The End Of The World

Chapter 4: Family Secrets

There’s a killer on the loose and nowhere to run with a storm closing in. Darby breaks out of lockdown and
discovers the retreat may not be what she thought it was.

Música

Música is a coming-of-age love story that follows an aspiring creator with synesthesia, who must come to
terms with an uncertain future, while navigating the pressures of love, family and his Brazilian culture in
Newark, New Jersey.

No One Will Save You

Brynn, a talented woman alienated from her community, finds solace in the home where she grew up until
she’s awakened one night by strange noises from unearthly intruders. The subsequent face-off between
Brynn and a host of extraterrestrial beings threatens her future while forcing her to deal with her past.

Obliterated

Last Call

The mission kicks into high gear when the squad learns shocking news about the nuke. It's all hands on
deck to stop the explosion before it's too late.

One Day

Episode 5

1992. After a heavy night out, a hungover Dexter goes home to visit his family. Shocked at the terrible
state he's in, his mother takes him to task.

The Other Black Girl

They Say I'm Different

Nella meets Hazel, a new coworker at Wagner Books, who may not be exactly what she seems.

Painkiller

Hot! Hot! Hot!

Glen hits rock bottom, Shannon attends a raucous work afterparty, and Edie uncovers damning evidence in
her case against a pharmaceutical giant.

Quiz Lady

Quiz Lady is about a dysfunctional family and the game show which just might be the key to their
salvation.

Red, White & Royal Blue

When the feud between the son of the American President, Alex Claremont-Diaz (Taylor Zakhar Perez) and
Britain's Prince Henry (Nicholas Galitzine) threatens to drive a wedge in U.S./British relations, the two are
forced into a staged truce that sparks something deeper.

The Regime

All Ye Faithful

Amid escalating violence, Elena remains determined to stay in the palace, while her advisors plot a
scenario to oust her from power. In addition, Peter proposes a way for Agnes and her son to get out of the
palace to safety… but with a price.



Ricky Stanicky

When three childhood friends pull a prank gone wrong, they invent Ricky Stanicky to get them out of
trouble! Years later, they still use Ricky as an alibi for their immature behavior. When their families
demand to meet Ricky, the trio hire a washed-up actor to bring him to life.

Ripley

III Sommerso

With funds low and his future in Italy in jeopardy, Tom puts a dark scheme into motion.

Role Play

Emma has a wonderful husband and two kids in the suburbs of New Jersey – she also has a secret life as
an assassin for hire – a secret that her husband David discovers when the couple decide to spice up their
marriage with a little role play.

Scoop

Scoop is the inside account of the journalism that landed an interview - Prince Andrew's infamous BBC
Newsnight appearance. From the tension of producer Sam McAlister’s high-stakes negotiations with
Buckingham Palace, to Emily Maitlis’ showdown with the Prince, Scoop takes us inside the story.

Shooting Stars

The inspiring origin story of a basketball superhero reveals how LeBron James and his childhood friends
became the No. 1 high school team in the country, launching James’ breathtaking career as a four-time
NBA Champion, two-time Olympic gold medalist and the NBA’s all-time leading scorer.

The Sympathizer

Death Wish

A communist mole, the Captain must answer to his South Vietnam Army boss and his CIA handler–and
struggles with his conscience when a comrade is captured. With the fall of Saigon imminent, the Captain
creates a list of evacuees to fly to America and gets a surprising new assignment.

The Tattooist Of Auschwitz

Episode 4

Lali is beaten, but he won’t give up the names of those who smuggled contraband. In the middle of the
night, women and children are taken away. The next day, black smoke rises. In the present day, Heather,
struggling with the pressures of her life and work, is briefly hospitalized.

Taylor Mac's 24-Decade History Of Popular Music

Taylor Mac performs a 24-hour concert that offers an alternative take on U.S. history, narrated through
music that was popular from the nation’s founding to the present with Mac transforming hourly through
decade-specific costumes.

Them: The Scare

Are You Scared?

LAPD Homicide Detective Dawn Reeve investigates a gruesome murder in a foster home. It already feels
like she’s bringing her case home with her. Meanwhile, Edmund Gaines, a struggling actor, pursues a new
role… and a new friend.

Totally Killer

When the infamous Sweet Sixteen Killer returns 35 years after his first murder spree to claim another
victim, 17-year-old Jamie (Kiernan Shipka) accidentally travels back in time to 1987, determined to stop
the killer before he can start.



True Detective: Night Country

Part 6

In the midst of a brutal storm, Danvers and Navarro find themselves stuck at Tsalal with no electricity or
means of contact. As the truth about what happened to Annie and the Tsalal men unfolds, Navarro and
Danvers each confront the demons from their past.

Under The Bridge

Looking Glass

Reena Virk, a fourteen-year-old girl, went to join friends at a party and never returned home. Six
teenagers were accused of the savage murder.

Unfrosted

Michigan, 1963. Kellogg's and Post, sworn cereal rivals, race to create a pastry that will change the face of
breakfast forever. A tale of ambition, betrayal, sugar, and menacing milkmen.

Upgraded

Ana is an ambitious intern dreaming of a career in the art world, while trying to impress her demanding
boss. When she's upgraded to first class on a work trip, she meets Will, who mistakes Ana for her boss– a
white lie that sets off a glamorous chain of events.

The Veil

The Asset

Imogen reunites Adilah with her daughter in Paris as truth and lies become further blurred.

We Were The Lucky Ones

Monte Cassino

Halina and Adam prepare for impending violence in Warsaw; Genek embarks on a dangerous mission;
Addy struggles to move on with the unknown fate of his family.

End of Category


